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Overview
MozGrain is our recently launched commodities trading arm in Mozambique.
We originate, process and sell a range of commodities domestically, as well as for export.
Our core focus is on maize, pulses such as pigeon peas and green mung beans, oilseeds such as
soya, sesame seed and ground nuts, and beans such as sugar beans, kidney beans and raw cashew
nuts.
The MozGrain model provides last-mile connectivity for farmers and their produce. We originate
commodities through a range of small-scale farmers, commercial farms, commodities dealers and
agricultural collectives, we then go on to process the produce according to the buyers’ requirements,
and from here we handle the transport to the end buyer via road and deep sea.
MozGrain is currently in the process of commissioning a range of mechanized cleaning and
processing facilities to handle maize, pulses and sesame seed.
Mozgrain is also the sole authorized distributor in Mozambique of crop protection chemicals of Rallis
India, a Tata Group company.
Our management team has a combined experience of the commodities industry spanning several
decades, allowing us to be fast, flexible, and extremely pragmatic in finding solutions to supplier
requirements and buyer needs.

Key Projects & Achievements
To meet constant foreign exchange challenges for imported fertilizer inputs, Meridian Group pooled its
expertise to extend its grain and pulses trading to Mozambique. The company has already traded
over 30,000 tons of various soft commodities, both for deep sea exports and domestically. It has an
expanding order book, and today clients include an ever growing list of multinationals. The company
has been appointed the sole distributor for Mozambique for Rallis India, a world leader in crop
protection chemicals.
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